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"I fo[ myse1f consider[ ••• ] experiments as the essential basisof science" (Hennann von Helmholtz
1877)
This workshop deals with a topic ofkeyimportance for the understanding of science. Experiments
are in fact the revolutionary achievement of early modern science and the main basis for today's
knowledge production. Against this background it seems most reasonable to ask about the
production of experimental knowledge. But this question has also a topicality for the history and
phüosophy of science. These two disciplines - as you can also leam from the prospectus 10 this
workshop - are still strnrzling with the task to identify characteristics of this kind ofknowledge

production. Tbe lack of conceptual darification reveals a remarlcable distance between the tWo
disciplines on the one and their scientific subject on the other side. Tbe distance bas its reasons
both on part of the humanities and the sciences. The example that I have chosen for my talk could
show how the sciences themselves took part in making it difficult to reasonably reflect on the
experimental procedure.
In my view. Hermann von Helmholtz, whose contributions to the practice and theory of the
production of experimental knowledge will be the subject of my talk, is one of the central figures
in the development of early modem science. He couId base bis work upon elaborated methods of
experimentation in the pbysical sciences and made an important contribution to transferring
them to parts of the biological sciences. His experimental practice bas many different aspects,
most of wbich be only partly _induded in bis conception of science. Moreover, bis conception of
science, apart from being only a reduced presentation ofbis own practical diversity, even points
into anotber direction than bis practice. Roughly speaking, the difference is tbat be gives less
importance to the experiment tban it probably bad in bis own research. An examination ofbow
sciences themse1ves bad their share in impeding a reflection on their experiments could be
interesting taking Hennann von Helmholtz as an example. However, !bis will not be part of my

talk.
Regardless of its misinterpretations, Helmholtz's public reflection about the nature of the
experiment and its role in the sciences is a bistorically important description, which also helps to
analyze bis own works. It is a part ofbis conception ofscience and nature, wbich can be seen as an
ideal type of science and its goals. The fonnulation ofthese ideas did not only indude experiences
from Helmholtz' s own scientific practice, but also influenced from bis wider scientific and cultural
environment, Both contributed to a transfonnation of bis conception of science and nature,
which also bad an impact on bis ideas about experiments. Due to the public importance of bis
texts Helmholtz's conception of science and nature retrospectively had tbe effect of giving an
orientation to bis contemporaries' works. Helmholtz's ideas about experiments were of an
educating character.
Bu~ their historical reach seems to be limited in an important respect. Helrnholtz's
understanding of experiments is based on the idea that their planning, realization and evaluation
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lies in the hands of a person or group acting according to decisions of freewill. In my opinion this
idea is characteristic for the foundation of the experimental method in early modern ~ not
however for several forms of its present structures. Above all, the -increasing ieclmization of
producing knowledge reduces the roIe of the subject in conducting experiments.
My lecture consists of three parts. In its first part I would lik.e to present a summary of
He1mholtz's own theory of experiment and the change ofbis conception of science and nature. In
the second part I would like to discuss three examples ofbis experimental practice, which were
taken in chronological order from three different periods ofbis worle; in the third part I wouldlik.e
to compare the examples with the change ofhis conception of science and natUre.
I willlcave out any remarks regarding bis person. as I suppose that the partidpants of this
workshop know more about HeImholtz than any such remarks could cover. If not, we could refer
to it in the discussion.
1. HELMHOLTZ's THEORY OF EXPERIMENT AND TIffi CHANGE OF HIS CONCEPTION
OF SClENCE AND NATURE

It corresponds to He1mholtz's empiristic understandin$ of science that he provides the experiment
with a key position in science. To bis understanding. scientific knowledge is based not on
metaphysical prindples or concepts, but on "experience". Nothing but experience justifi.es the
claim to validity ofknowledge and onlyexperience may revise it - as Helmholtz realized more and
more in the course of bis scientific career. According to him "experience" does not ·only mean
scientific experience, but it also includes everyday experiences. In bis popular lectures he spoke of
"daily"', "natural" or "common" experience and meant lifeworldly forms ofwellMordered and
reJiabIe coolents that guide our actions (He1mholtz 1852. 1857. 1862163. 1868, 1869. 1878c. 1885
ff. § 26).

a) Connection between everyday life-world experience and scientific experience
According to HeImholtz there is a close connection between everyday lifeMworld experience and
scientific experience, a fact that he also included in bis theory ofexperiments. In same respect, the
scientific experiment is just an extension ofthe ordinary forms in which we gain knowledge. In the first
editioo of 1856 of the "Treatise ofPhysiological Optics· (Handbuch der physiologiachen Optik)
hestatech
Finally, the tests we employ by voluntary movement of the body are of the greatest
importance in strengthening our conviction cf the correctness of the perceptions of our
senses. And thus, aS contrasted with purely passive observations. the same sort of firmer
convicti.on arises as is derived by the process of experiment in scientific investigations. [..• ) It
is only by voluntarily bringing aur organs of sense in various relations to the objects that we
leam to be sure as to our judgments of the ca~ of our sensations. This kind of
experimentation begins in earliest youth and continues all through life without interruption.
(Hehnholtz 1909 ff.• p. 29).

A discussion of this quote and of similar places can show the basic characteristics in which
Helmholtz saw common ground between the production of experimental knowledge in everyday
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life-world and in science. Both forms are different from «purely passive observation" by actions
that are based on decisions offree will Md serve the tktermination o[ causes. Only by bringing our
bodies «in various relations to the objects" can we be "sure as to our judgments of the causes of .
our sensations". For example. ifwe want 10 identifythe causes ofthe perception of a table, it is not
suffieient to observe the table. We must rather look at it from various sides. In Helmholtz's view.
this elementary experiment is the ooly way 10 know that perception assumes an object that is
resting in space and that exists independently of our perception. Seience has to become active in
a similar way. in order to detennine the causes of phenomena: It intervenes in the course of
natural events, by isolating objects and exposing them 10 selected influencing factors. One of
Helmholtz's examples is the expansion ofliquid mercury due to heat. Accordingly. heat can only
be identified as the necessary and sufficient cause of the expansion by means of experiments
(Helmholtz 1856, § 26).
In both examples the conditions for the appearance of a phenomenon are isolated and made
observable by action based on decisions o[free wilL In bis liunous speech "The Facts in Perception"
(Die Tatsachen in der Wahrnehmnng) from 1878 he said
Tbe chief reason. however, why the powt:r of any experiment to oonvince is so much greater
than that of observing a process going on without our assistance, is that with the experiment
the chain of causes runs througb our own self-oonsciousness. We are acquainted with one
membei- of [tbe chain of] these causes -the impulse of our will- from inner intuition. and
know tbrough what motives it came about (HeImholtz 1878b. p. 136).

'-'

In order to plan the creation of a physical cause, 10 ascribe it to the action of one's own, and to find
its effects, no free will has to be.assumed. When replacing this precondition by other appropriate
assumptions, the remaining elements of Helmholtz's desaiption of producing experimental
knowledge will continue to be valid. Instead of understanding changes of conditions as a
consequence of actions based on free will, they could for example also be seen as systematically
organized or intentionally effected interventions in the course of nature.
In everyday life-world and in science the experunent serves to detennine causes. According to
He1mholtz, causes can be factors that effect changes of states. In this respect th_e movement of a
person's body in relation to a table is the cause for the person's changing perception of that table.
Or, to eite another example: Tbe table as a resting object in space is the cause of its perception. A
cause in this sense I call "material muse". In addition to this meaning there is another one - the
meaning ofthe cause as alawof nature, which in Helmholtz stands for what «repeats in the same
and the most reguIarway" orthe «typical behaviourofan object" (Helmholtz 187880 p. 232). I call
this concept, which expresses a relation between phenomen8o «formal cause"; Helmholtz applies
both meanings to the lifeworldly and the scientific experimenting. 1
That experiments provide for ..strengthening our conviction ofthe correctness ofthe perceptions"
is based on the fact that they deliver knowledge of the causes of the relevant phenomena. In this
respect experiments are also ahle to confirm the (pureley passive) observation. The knowledge of
regularities. which is already known from observation. gains clarification and certainty by means
of experiments. According to this it rnight be possible to identify a table as content of a perception
1

It was not before the end of the 1860's that HeImholtz calls laws as causes and wes 'them for
characterizing the oontent of perception. Comp. Schiemann 1997, Section B.II.3.a, Chap. ß.ii.
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without having made any movement ofthe body. The assumption ofthe table as the external canse
of its perception only would need anyaction.
Helmholtz did not create this hierarchy between the observation o[ phenomena and the
eJ<Perimental discovery 0/ tkeir causes. He took it from the stock. of modern philosophy of science,
as paradigmatically devised by Francis Bacon or James Stuart Mill. In He1mholtz it is linked with
his mechanistic conception of nature and can also be described as a hierarchy between the two
meanings of cause. But this aspect would mainly apply to scientific experiments and therefore
cannot be discussed at this point, which COncems their similarities with lifeworldly perception and
actions.
The distinction between observation and experimentation presupposed by Helmholtz is
questionable. and he himself did not always adhere to it. In the second edition of the "Treatise of
Physiological Opticsn he attributed an spatial perception to
the movement ofour bodies placing ~s in other spatial relationships to the perceived objects,
and therefore changing the impression that they make on us (Helmholtz 1885 ff.• § 24. also
CQmp. Helmholtz 1868, p. 365).

There is no observation or identification of objects without body movement for when perception
is actually created through body movement. Helmholtz understaß(ls body movements creating
perception as principally changeable through experience and decisions of free will. With this
generalization ofhis approach. perception arises out of experimental actions in the everyday lifeworld. First of an, generating experimental knowledge in the life-world means to perceive. This
view paves a way for the phenomenological theory of perception and of science, as e.g. expressed
by Edmund Husserl. For Husserl, the unity, which the experience of perception fonns with the
related body movement, is essential to the concept of the body in the meaning of "Leib" and the
subjectivity that builds upon it (Schiemann 2005, chap. 1.1.2, section 2.1.2).

To sum up, it can be stated that there are three initial characteristics o[ the eJ<Perimental production
o[ knowledge, inso[ar these are derived from Heimholtz's conception of sdence: action based on
decisions offree will; the aim of determining causes; and securing the claim to validity of knowledge.
Helmholtz's theory ofscientijic experiment is based on e:verydar life-world. However, the discussion 0/
the role 0/experiments in everyday life-world does not onlr serve as a foundation of science. It is also
the starting point for Helmholtz's theory ofperception.

b) Difference between experiments in everyday life-world and seience
But, in Helmholtz there is also a clear difference between experiments in everyday life-world and
in science within the conceptual frame that they share. The knowledge of the everyday life-world
has a symbolic character in contrast 10 scientific knowledge. The perceived image of a table is the
symbol of the real table. because there is, according to Helmholtz, no similarity between a
perceived image and its referent. Alone the succession in time of the changes of the image that is
caused by the movements of the body - the transforming views of the table, when watehing it from
different sides - corresponds to the succession in time of these movements. Helmholtz describes
the result of this correspond.ence as representation (Abbild). Perceptions have a symbolic and a
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repiesentational character. Witbout scientific methods, the percipient subject has only knowledge
of the symbolic part. Scientific work consists of clearing tbe perception of the symbolic part and
finding causes on the basis of its representational part. Thus, science can start from human
perception:
We now find, in condusion, that our sensations are merely signs of changes taking place in
the extemal warld, and can only be regarded as pictures in that ther represent succession in
time. But, for this very reason ther are in a position to show directly the conformity to law, in
regard to succession in time, of natural phenomena. [... ] !hat which our organs of sense
perfonn is clearly sufficient to meet the demands of science (He1mholtz 1869, p. 223).

In the representational part of pe~ception, which the scientific shares with lifeworldly perception.
Hehnholtz lays the foundation for the claim to truth of ~cientific experimental knowledge. The
change in his conception of science mainly consists in tbe relativization of this claim to truth. Tbe
change can be exhibited through the example of the concept of cause. which also has a narrower
definition in science as in the life-world.2
In the latter quote, Helmholtz considered the specific task. of science to formulate laws of
nature of the "succession in time [ ... ] of natural phenomena". Tbis concept oflaw or formal cause
is distinguished from those that are also applied in the life-world through its quantifiable
character. For science. Helmholtz defines law as an "unchangeable relationship between variable
quantities" (Helmholtz 187880 p. 240). Tbe concept oflaw is hereby abrogated in a mathematical
differential equation between physical quantities. Also Helmholtz subjects the concept of material
cause in science to specification. In bis mechanistic concept of nature, material causes are
mechanically moved partides and the forces acting between them. These causes elude lifeworldly
perception and may only be observed indirectly in science.
In his early conception of sciena, Hehnholtz primarily considered the concept of cause to be
material cause. PhenQmena should be reduced to mechanical forces between moved atoms. He
thus perceived "tbe ultimate aim of physical science" to be. "to merge itself into mechanics"
(Hehnholtz 1869. p. 221). The material causes underlying the phenomena were to him. to use an
expression of his contemporary Friedrich Nietzsche. the "true world" (Nietzsche 1980 ff., VI. p.
80 f.). The complete knowledge of this world was the target of experimental practice and the
fulfilment of the absolute claim to validity, which he attached to science.
At the beginning of the 1870s the process of change started in which H~oltz began t~
distance himseH from his mechanistic program. The program partly became a hypothesis useful
for research, the truth of which could possibly prove itse1f in the future. Tbe interest of
experimental research moved from non-perceivable mechanic substances and their forces to
observable phenomena. This change was reflected on a conceptuallevel in that in the concept of
cause. the law received greater importance. I shall return to this process of change in the third
section. Here, several further criteria must first be named. which Helmholtz ascribed to the
scientific· experiment more or less independently of bis changed conception of science and
through which it distinguishes itself from lifeworldly knowledge.

2 Ai. regards the transformation of Helmholtz's conception of science, comp. Schiemann 1997, Part B.
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He1mholtz believed that mathematical laws have a simple structure and can therefore be
proven in simple experiments. While the everyday life-world (as the objects of the humanities) is
characterized by an irreducible complexi:ty, nature is govemed by simple laws.
Tbe essential differentia ofthese [the ~erimental sciences to which mathematics are applied
- G.S.] sciences se.ems to me to consist in the comparative ease with which the individual
results of observation and experiment are combined under general1aws of unexceptionable
validity and of an extraordinarily comprehensive character. In the moral sciences (... ] this is
;ust the point where insuperable difficulties are encountered. [ •.. ]
Tbe experimental sciences have one great advantage in the investigation of generallaws of
nature: they can change at pleasure the conditions under which a given result takes place, and
can thus confine themselves to a smaU number of characteristic instances, in order to discover
the Iaw (Hehnholtz 1862, p. 88 ff.).

Tbe difference between formal and material causes is relevant for the understanding of the limits
of experiments in science and everyday life, which limits HeImholtz couched in bis conception of
science. A limit 0/ scientific experiments conjoins formal cause. It can be drawn from his writings
that laws as a mathematical relation between measurable quantities cannot be discovered
systematica1ly through scientific experiments. Tbe first inventive thought of a new law does not
happen inductively, but intuitively:
the first inventive thought that must precede wording [can] always only happen in a way
simi1ar to aesthetic intuition, as a hunch of a new reguIarity. Such new regularity is to find a
previously unknown similarity in the way how certain phenomena follow each other in a
group oftypically corresponding cases (He1mholtz 1892, p. 348).

Tbe initial hunch for a new scientific law is similar in its aesthetic character to the initial
appearance of a new insight in humanities. which at most proceed according to Helmholtz
experimentally, in a lifeworldly sense. Tbe scientific experiment has the function of a necessary
condition in the discovery of new laws of nature. Oo1y in verifying the presumed laws, for
He1mholtz the scientific experiment is necessary and sufficient.
From the character of material cause a limit of perceptual lifeworldly knowledge is derived.
According to He1mholtz. knowledge in everyday life-world is only gained through direct sense
perception, while scientific knowledge advances to imperceptible objects. However, he did not
assume these objects to follow different laws than perceptible objects.
To sum up, the specific characteristics mentioned up to here of the sdentific experimenting are

first. the claim to truth, second, the mathematical structure of knowledge according to the laws of
nature, third. the intuitive form 0/ discovering new laws. and fourth, the not necessarily perceptible
objects. Tbese four characteristics can be allocated to those shared with the everyday life-world as
extension or specifications (see the table). It results in a definition ofthe experiment that aUows
for a lot of different forms and functions.
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Table: HeImholtz', conception cf experimental knowledge
in everyday life-world and science
everyday life experience/perception

sdentific experiments

perceptible objects
(no creation of phenomena)
objects
imperceptible objects
(no discussion of the difference of
nature and technology)
action based on decisions of free will
(may be replaced by: systematically organized or intentionally effected
interventions in the course of nature)
dose connection of theory and
experiment

methodological
aspeets

.

intuitive discovery of new laws (as
guess or joke)

removal and calculation of possible
sources of error
determination of material and formal causes
purpose

discovery and verification oflaws of

nature
representational character
epistemic

aspects

symbolic cbaracter (everyday life
experience is more specifi.c)·
securing the pragmatic claim to validity of insight
securing tbe scientific claim to truth

2. 1'HREE EXAMPLES OF HELMHOLTZ'S EXPERIMENTAL PRACTICE

From here I would like to move on to the second part, which deals with examples ofHelmholtz's
experimental practice. It was not until recent years that history of science began to pay attention
to this topic. Conferences held on the occasion of the centenary of Helmholtz's death caused an
increase in investigatif)ß, whiCh made considerable corrections of the previous picture of
He1mholtz. In addition to descriptions ofbis pronounced conceptual and theoretical orientation,
analysis were made on the skillfulness and ability in his experimental pracitce (Krüger (Ed.) 1994,
Cahan (Ed.) 1994). He improved existing experimental methods, developed new experimental
designs. discovered newphenomena, increased the precision of measurements, and supported the
discussion of errors. Against this background the complex interaction 0/ theory and practice
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became obvious. To explain the development ofhis scientific theories as well as the development
ofbis understanding of science often requires an involvement ofthe independent significance that
Helmholtz attached to the practice. Authors such as Ted Z. Buchwald and Timothy Lenoir
expounded the problem of the separation oftheory and practice in Helmholtz's wodes (Buchwald
1994a und 1994b, Lenoir 1994). Other authors have highlighted Helmholtz's rhetorical ability,
which refers less 10 his own experimental knowledge than to that of others (e.g. Bevilacqua 1994
and Kremer 1994).
From these investigations, which cover nearly Helmholtz's entire wode, 1 have selected three
examples from three different object fields, which aim at demonstrating the wide range of forms
and functions of his experiments. This broad field is detennined through diverse constellations
between theory and practice. The examples are taken in chronological order from three different
periods ofbis work. The first example is the one that most refers 10 practice and'deals with his ~arly
physiological research. It shows dynamics of generating experimental knowledge that is relatively
independent of specific theories. The second example, which dearly refers to a specific theory.
deals with his acoustic wodes from the middle ofbis lifetime. Although these wodes are based on
detailed theoretical assumptions, they have independent experimental elements ofknowledge. Al?
a last point of this part of my talk 1 would like to speak about bis later electrodynamic wodes, in
which theory and practice are do'sley coordinated.

a) Helmholtz's early physiological research
Helmholtz's eady physiological research was made between the years 1843 and 1850, and in the
context ofhis criticism ofthe vitalistic theory ofthe innerwarmth. He soogbt to limit the area. in
which the alleged effect of vital energy had 10 be exduded. Although these wodes falsified the
vitalistic assumptions, the entire understanding of the organic was integrated in the new
mechanistic paradigm of physiologf, which conceptually is not comparable with vitalism. The
precondition to accept ooly experimentally measurable phenomena was a characteristic of this
paradigm. This tended to remltin the beginningofa process, where the structural features ofbiological
throries were co-ordinated. if not sub-ordinated. to the generation ofexperimental knowledge.
Helmholtz selected the activity of muscles as an area where vital energies have probably DO
effect. He wanted to provide evidence for the possibility to generate under controlled conditions
the heat production similar to that which was measured in living organisms. For this purpose he
stimulated prepared frog's legs 10 provoke contractions and measured the thereby produced
increase in temperature. This investigation brought Helmholtz to new research questions. F~t of
aß, he found out that the maximum of the contractions only began with a delay in time after the
stimulation. The discovery of this phenomenon contributed to the idea to measure the speed of
nerve stimulations. The measurements required a considerable increase in precision and the use of
new methods of error analysis and calculation (least squares method). Helmholtz succeeded in
determining the speed in 1850. Soon after that, this detennination was integrated in the
physiological practical courses as a standard experiment (Olesko and Holmes 1994, p. 106 f.).
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b) Helmholtz's acoustic experiments
Unlike the eady pbysiological experiments, the results of which were not easy to foresee,
He1mholtz's acoustic experiments - the second example - were determined from the outset by
theoretical targets. These based upon bis wades on physiological optics. In the period between 1855
and 1856 - a time in which also his "Treatise ofPhysiological Optics" was published - He1mholtz
developed the fundamental ideas ofbis acoustics (Vogel 1994). Tbe worlcs based upon that found
a summarised representation in "On the Sensations of Tone: & a Physiological Basis for the
Theory of Music" (Die Lehre von den Tonernpfindungen als physiologische Grundlage für die
Theorie der Musik) in 1863. Hehnholtz tried to transfer the insights of physiological optics to the
physiologica1 acoustics assuming Georg Simons Ohm's theory of tone, according to which tones
and tone colors are Caused by sine waves. In order to proof this theory, Helmholtz for one thing
built devices, by rneans of which he simulated vowels of the human voice by artificially generated
sine waves. For another thing, he developed a resonator sytern as a model of the ear, which
decomposed the accord of different tones into its basic components. Such experiments may be

understood as a materialization ofhis theoretical assumptions.
However, this subordination of the experiment to a theory did not prevent that independent
knowledge was also generated which in addition bad repercussions on the theoretica1
development. So He1mholtz could discover certain sum tones, as well as their seperation from
beats in certain frequencies (Helmholtz 1954, p. 171. McDonald 2001, Chap 5.5). A doser
experimental examination of the acoustic perception caused him to add to anothei field to the
dichotomy of experience consisting of a physical and a physiological area - namely the
psychological (Vogcll994).

c) Helmholtz's works on electrodynamics
Helmholtz's works on electrodynamics have been discussed controversely. A reason for the variety
of evaluations was the question about the relation of bis own theory to that of James Clerk
Maxwell. Does itlargely remain in the borizon ofNewton's physics (Buchwald 1985, p. 233 ff.• and
Kaiser 1994), or is it rather cbaracterized by seeking to converge to Maxwell's field approach
(Woodruff 1968), or is it even a new independent concept generally going beyond both Newton's

and Maxwell', physics (Buchwald 1994. und 1994b)1
Tbe latter position pretends the possibllity to specify conceptual conditions. under which the
difference of theory and experiment in Helmholtz was dissolved. Buchwald compares Helmholtz's
conception ofelectrodynamics with the two competitive theories ofMaxwell and Wilhelm Weber.
Regardless of their general conceptual and structural differences both theories were based on the
common assumption that the instruments for electromagnetic experiments measure interactions
of entities that are not identical with the laboratory objects. According to Buchwald, Maxwell's
theory assumes an interaction between the instruments and the electromagnetic field, Weber's
theory posits an interaction between the electrical partides as subject matter ofthe measurement.
HelmholtZs conception refused the abstraction of laboratory objects. Instead he understood these
objects as carriers of states thatwould ooly interactwith states ofthe same type (Buchwald 1994a,
p. 338 f. and 341). Examples could be the states of electric charge or states of electric current.
Buchwald went on stating that Helmholtz used the measurement of the interaction to calculate
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their energy. from the change of which he derived actions of force (loc. eil p. 340 f.). In
Buchwald's view:this approach supported a new type of experirnenting. which made the discovery
ofnew phenomena easier. as there was no need to explain them with an already given theory, that
goes beyond the given Iaboratory objects; they ccmId rather be seen as an expression of new object
states. It was not Helmholtz - he stated. -. but bis followets who implemented the approach into
practice. k. an outstanding example, Buchwald refers to Heinrich HertZs eIectromagnetic
experiments. In bis investigations - so Buchwald - Hertz wanted to discover interactions between
object states which entirely corresponded to Helmholtz's approach. Buchwald attached a less
theory-driven, but rather phenomena-driven character to Helmholtz's and Hertz's
electrodynamic worb.
3. COMPARISION OF TIlE EXPERIMENTAL PRACfICES WITH THE DEVELOPMENT
OF HIS CONCEPTION OF SCIENCE AND NATURE

Tbe examples that I discussed in the second part arevery specific 10 certain contexts and have their
origin in changing stages of Helmholtz's work. Tbey represent different cases of producing
experimental knowledge. which perhaps can be integrated in a typology.
The early physiologiad research certainly show a dynamics specific to experimental knowledge
and a dynamics of a theoretical knowledge that is adapted to it. But they are Iink.ed to the
framework of a programmatical conception of science and nature which prescribes a direction of
their course. Tbe conception of science raises the experiment in the investigation ofliving beings,
to coin a later phrase from HelmhoItz, to the "essential basis of science". Tbe mechanistic
conception of nature assumes that mechanical movements of invisable atoms are the material or
"true" cause of animal warmth. Tbe target of experimental investigation <>flife consists. according
to the mechanistic conception of nature, of a compiete d.escription of these causes and the
explanation of phenomena based on these. Although science remains far from attaining this
objective, it's attainability is not dO,ubted. fuperimental work aims at proving the presumed
mechanistic causes.
The acoustic experiments show in turn experiments that are materializations of theories. 3 Tbe
mechanistic conception of nature in this case, no longer has the mere function of a researchorientated heuristics, but develops definite ideas ofthe processes the phenomena are based on. But
instea.d of examining these proCesses using physiological material, Helmholtz reconstructed them
as mechanistic models. His interest shifts partly from material to formal causes. Not so much the
discovery of the supposed atOlnic movements, but rather the structural relations between the
different phenomena and thereby their law-like chara.cter come to the fore.
That mechanical models can create nearIy the same phenomena as human acoustic organs is
certainly not alreadya proof that the operation mode of these organs is also based on mechanical
processes. Tbe explanation of the phenomena delivered via analogue mechanical models is thus of
hypothetical value. Insofar we can speak of a hypothesization of the claim of knowledge in
comparison with earIy physiological experiments.
The electrodynamic case finally represents a theory that is fitted 10 the discovery oflaboratory
phenomena. In relation to the other two cases, this example is furthest away from the mechanistic
3 ,I sup:pose that this case has some similarity 10 today's simulation experiments;
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conception of nature. Helmholtz attemp~ to retain every statement on non-perceivable processes,
which the observed laboratory phenomena should be based on. His concept, which could be
characterised as being positivistic, is concentrated on the observed phenomena and the
relationship existing .between them. The focus of the research now rests on formal causes. With
regard to the claim to validity of scientific knowledge, hypothesization that is linked to the
maintaining of the mechanistic conception of nature is thus arrested.
However, a doser examination of Helmholtz's conception of science can show that its
positivism did not evade the re1ativization of claims to validity ,which was typical for his later
conception of science and anticipated an epistemic feature that has been- characteristic for
scientific knowledge up tö the present. For example in bis conception of science. the division
between law and hypothesis became permeable.-4 He enhanced the validity of laboratory
phenomena, but at the same time admitted that it mightbe possible todescribe them witlrvarious
theories, which are incompatible with each other, but which are empiricallyequivalent.
The three experimental practices ascribe a central role to the acting experimenter. The great
weight which Helmholtz hereby ascnoes to the subject corresponds with bis viewthat experiments
require actions based on decisions of free will. In this regard the examples have a historical
character.
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